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Leader Job #1*: Your principal moral 

obligation as a leader is to 

develop the skillset, “soft” 

and “hard,” of every one of 

the people in your charge—

temporary as well as semi-

permanent—to the 

maximum extent of 

your/your organization’s 

resources. The good news: 

This is also the #1 mid- to 

long-term … profit 

maximization strategy! 
 

 

*This “Manifesto” was first distributed to 3,000 managers and executives at the 

“Management Expo” in Milan, 03 November 2013. 
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“A bureaucrat is an 

expensive microchip.” 
 

—Dan Sullivan, consultant and executive coach 

 

 

“Meet Your Next 

Surgeon: Dr. Robot”  

 

—Fortune/15 JAN 2013/on Intuitive Surgical’s 

 da Vinci/multiple bypass heart-surgery robot 

 

 

“Human level capability has 

not turned out to be a special 

stopping point from an 

engineering perspective. …”  
 

—Illah Reza Nourbakhsh, Robot Futures 
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“The root of our problem is not that we’re in a 

Great Recession or a Great Stagnation, but rather 

that we are in the early throes of a 

Great 

Restructuring. 
Our technologies are racing ahead, but our skills 

and organizations are lagging behind.” 
 

—Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, Race Against the Machine 

 

 

 

 

“For most of the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries, employment usually rebounded after each 

recession, but since the 1990s employment didn’t 

recover briskly after recessions. It’s not coincidence 

that as the computerization of the economy 

advanced, post-recession hiring patterns changed.” 
 

—Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, The Second Machine Age 
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Leaders and Societal Responsibilities 
 

 

The discussion here is “simply” about the 

… moral responsibility … of leaders: It 

is of the most profound 

importance to society. 
 

The … moral responsibility … of every 

leader is staggering—an opportunity 

to be of service to (literally) civilization. 

Or not. 
 

All leaders/all the time: By (voluntarily) 

accepting the mantle (of leadership of any sort), one 

automatically embraces an enormous 

opportunity and likewise takes on an 

enormous (moral) responsibility (for helping others achieve 

their potential). 
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In Good Business, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi argues persuasively that 

business has become the center of society. As such, an obligation to 

community is front & center. Business, as societal bedrock, has the 

RESPONSIBILITY to increase the …  “SUM 

OF HUMAN 

WELL-BEING.” 
 

Business is NOT “part of the 

community.” In terms of how adults collectively spend their 

waking hours: Business IS the community. And 

should act accordingly.  The (REALLY) good news: Community 

mindedness is a great way (the BEST way?) to have a spirited/ 

committed/customer-centric work force—and, ultimately, to increase 

(maximize?) innovativeness and profitability! 
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1/4,096 

 

“Business has to give 

people enriching, 

rewarding lives … or 

it’s simply not worth 

doing.”—Richard Branson* 

 

 

 

 
 

*Face it, I decided, PowerPoint is my medium of choice. Hence, I spent three years 

constructing a 23-part, 4,096-slide “Mother of All Presentations”/MOAP. Annotated 

with 100,000+ words, it is more or less “everything I know.” (It’s published and 

available for free download at excellencenow.com.) By definition, one of those 4,096 

slides had to be ... FIRST:  #1 of 4,096. The quote above is it. In this 

essay, I convert Branson’s assertion into nothing less than a … Universal Moral 

Leadership Imperative. 
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Rocket Science. NOT. 
 

 “If you want 

staff to give 

great service, 

give great 

service to 

staff.”—Ari Weinzweig, Zingerman’s 

(from Small Giants: Companies That Choose to Be Great Instead of Big, by Bo Burlingham) 
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Rocket Science. NOT. Redux. 
 
 

“Contrary to 

conventional 

corporate thinking, 

treating retail 

workers much better 

may make everyone 

(including their 

employers) much 

richer.”* ** 
 

*“The Good Jobs Strategy,” by M.I.T. professor Zeynep Ton. 

**E.g.: The following RETAILERS (often the dregs as employers) are among those 

on the 100 Best Companies to Work For in America (Fortune): Wegmans (was 

#1/USA), Container Store (was #1/USA), Whole Foods, Costco, Publix, Darden 

Restaurants, Build-A-Bear Workshops, Starbucks 


